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In this session
We will review the following: 

● Who can propose a Small Group Show (SGS)?
● Who can participate? 
● How to construct a high-quality proposal - from concept to final product



The Basics

Who can submit a proposal?

Any CAA Artist Member ($110 annual dues) in good standing. All other members of group must be 
CAA members – Artist, Associate, or Student. Groups must contain a minimum of three (3) artists

How often can I be involved a Small Group Show?

Once every three (3) years.

How long are Small Group Shows typically on view?

The exhibits are on view for 3-4 weeks. 



Available Exhibition Dates

October 2018 - Kathryn Schultz Gallery 

October 2018 - University Place Gallery 

March 2019 - Kathryn Schultz Gallery 

April 2019 - University Place Gallery 



Exhibitor Responsibilities

● All costs associated with presenting the exhibit (framing, transport, etc). 
● Hosting a reception
● Proposing and hosting a second public event during the exhibit (artist talk, 

demo, etc.) 
● Scheduled meetings with CAA staff prior to the exhibit
● Adhering to a mutually agreed upon logistical timeline 
● One gallery-sitting shift during exhibit 
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From Now to Next 
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Support offered by CAA
The CAA staff offers logistical support and guidance throughout the life-cycle of 
the exhibit - from proposal to installation. 

CAA includes all Small Group Shows in our general marketing plan

CAA conducts a minimum of one meeting with each SGS group; under certain 
circumstances, staff will review work, make studio visits, and provide curatorial 
oversight 

CAA creates labels and price sheets for all artwork 



How much does it cost to participate in a Small 
Group Show? 

There is a $25 per artist proposal fee

If artists elect to print/mail a standalone card for their exhibit, the cost is their 
responsibility (costs range, depending on if the group decides to mail the cards, 
etc. 

Artists are responsible for all costs associated with their opening reception 

Beginning with the October 2018 SGS cycle, there will be a $100 per artist 
exhibition fee, in addition to the proposal fee. 



Proposal Considerations 
75% of artwork in your proposal must appear in final exhibit

Artwork must be for sale 

Consider your theme. What makes it compelling or innovative? 

Take time with your exhibition statement. Does it clearly convey the message of 
your proposed exhibit? 

How does your proposed public program tie in with the theme of your exhibit?



The application deadline for a SGS in 2018-19 is Wednesday, March 15 at 5pm.

All applications must be submitted online. The application portal will launch on 
January ???, 2018. 

All applications will be reviewed by an anonymous panel of gallery professionals. 
They will also be vetted by members of the CAA Exhibition Committee. 

We plan to notify all applicants no later than April 30, 2018. All not-accepted 
proposals will be put on a waitlist; in the event a group cannot exhibit during the 
selected month, we will tap the waitlist. 

Selection Process + Notification



Detangled
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Your Group Statement
You can consider one of two formats for your group statement: 

1. A statement of purpose - what brought your group together? 
2. An exhibition statement - what is the overall theme or sentiment of the 

exhibit?

You can combine elements of the Statement of Purpose into your Exhibition 
Statement 



Your Individual Artist Statement
In addition to the Exhibition Statement, we require each artist to submit individual 
artist statements. These can be focused on a specific body of work, or more 
broadly on your practice as an artist. 

Artist statements should be 150-200 words in length - roughly two paragraphs. 

“There are three elements to consider: the “how,” the “what,” and the “why.” There 
should be enough information in your artist statement that someone can begin to 
imagine the art that you make without having it in front of them.” Agora Gallery

Remember - your Artist Statement serves as your public face in your absence. 
Make sure that the statement is clear and concise!



The “HOW” of your Artist Statement

The ‘How’ refers to how you created your works. Many visitors are interested in 
knowing about your artistic process. Describe your works; what colors do you use, 
do you make large marks or small marks, or do you use blending so there are no 
visible marks at all? If you’re a photographer, what kind of tools are integral to your 
process?

● From Agora Gallery 



The “WHAT” of your Artist Statement

Are your paintings abstract? Portraits? Do you take photos of landscapes? What is 
your imagery? When people describe what you make, what do they say? Describe 
the content of your works in a general way to flow from how you work to what you 
make.

● From Agora Gallery 



The “WHY” of your Artist Statement
Why do you make what you make? What does your life say about your work and your work say about 
your life? What symbols do you use and why? Explain the influences behind the meanings of your works.

You don’t have to have the same amount of each type of information, but it is a good idea to have part of 
your statement devoted to each of these categories. However, if one category seems far more relevant to 
your work than the others, feel free to emphasize it in your statement. You can put as much or as little of 
each category as you like; if your works are about the medium then you can focus more on how you make 
your works and if it is more about the “why” and your inspiration, focus on that. Balance your content in 
any way you need to.

● From Agora Gallery 



How to Organize Your CV

Like your Artist Statement your resume/CV should be clearly organized, and 
convey your experience as an artist. 

We’ll talk about different ways of grouping your professional training and exhibition 
experience.





Useful Resources
Agora Gallery: www.agora-gallery.com/

Art Prof: https://artprof.org

http://www.agora-gallery.com/
https://artprof.org

